1. Introduction

Betatrons are among the simplest of high energy accelerators. Their circuit is equivalent to a step-up transformer; the electron beam forms a multi-turn secondary winding. Circulation of the beam around the flux core allows generation of high energy electrons with relatively small core mass. As with any transformer, a betatron is energy inefficient at low beam current; the energy balance is dominated by core losses. This fact has prompted a continuing investigation of high current betatrons as efficient, compact sources of beta and gamma radiation [1].

A program has been supported at the University of New Mexico by the Office of Naval Research to study the physics of high current electron beams in circular accelerators and to develop practical technology for high power betatrons [2]. Fabrication and assembly of the main ring was completed in January of this year. In contrast to other recent high current betatron experiments [3,4] the UNM device utilizes a periodic focusing system to contain high current beams during the low energy phase of the acceleration cycle. The reversing cusp fields generated by alternating polarity solenoidal lenses cancel beam drift motions induced by machine errors. In consequence, we have found that the cusp geometry has significantly better stability properties than a monodirectional toroidal field. In comparison to other minimum-B geometries such as the Stellatron [5], cusps have open field lines which facilitate beam injection and neutralization.
Fig. 2 is a detailed view of the main ring. The vacuum chamber consists of 18 stainless steel bellows assemblies with 13 mil wall thickness. The all-metal chamber construction avoids problems of beam space charge induced breakdowns. The vacuum chamber is interrupted by two re-entrant acceleration gaps. The bellows assemblies are supported by rigid plates with two diagnostic ports per plate.

Magnetic fields for beam bending and focusing are applied by 36 coil modules. Each module contains independent solenoidal and vertical field windings with low mutual inductance. The vertical field windings generate a sector field that can rapidly penetrate the thin vacuum chamber wall. The winding geometry was designed for highly uniform horizontal deflection over a 5 cm width. The properties of the fast isolation cores, thin vacuum chamber and sector type vertical fields are compatible with acceleration cycles as short as 20 microseconds. The modular coils can be connected in various series-parallel combinations to achieve a wide range of risetimes for the focusing and acceleration fields. The coils are designed for applied voltage up to 10 kV.

The main ring components are mounted on 2 m diameter aluminum rails fabricated on a vertical mill. The vacuum chamber supports are isolated from the rails with insulating spacers to force beam return currents through the bellows. Vacuum pumping is performed by an 8" cryopump and an 8" ion pump. Pulsed power for the focusing fields, vertical fields and beam acceleration is supplied by two igniton controlled 5 kJ capacitor banks. The acceleration bank is sufficient for beam loads to 2 kA. The acceleration cycle of the betatron and injector is computer controlled by a CAMAC system.

A variety of beam formation techniques, both in plasma and high vacuum environments, will be studied. The baseline technique involves trapping of a high energy beam (150 A, 300-600 keV) by pulsed, transverse electric fields. The beam inflector assembly, located in the 1 m racetrack section, is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a magnetically shielded injection chamber and two 46 cm long electrodes that extend through three focusing cells of the downstream transport tube. The magnitude of the applied electrode voltage is 40 kV. The beam enters through a slot in the positively biased upper electrode. After the beam fills the betatron, the electrodes are rapidly shorted together by a distortion spark gap triggered by a delayed pickoff from the injector voltage. The beam is carried from the HV injector through a 1 meter long, 3.4 cm diameter transport tube with a 25 cell periodic focusing system.

3. Injector experiments

The injector uses the novel pulsed power system illustrated in Fig. 4 to achieve a flat voltage waveform and high operational reliability. The electron gun is driven directly from a 300 kV Marx generator; the gun voltage is crowbarred at 20 ns by a saturable core magnetic switch consisting of 12 fast ferrite cores of 24 cm diameter. The combination of a reliable crowbar and good circuit damping allows reproducible beam generation with a simple flat surface cathode. The same cathode has been used for over 2000 shots at 1 kA/cm² with no degradation of current output. The injector can generate electron beams up to 1.5 kA with good voltage uniformity. Waveforms for the injector voltage and current available at the end of the 1 m transport tube are shown in Fig. 5. During the next year, the voltage of the injector will be raised to 600 kV by reconfiguring the magnetic switch as a 2:1 step-up transformer.

A series of beam propagation experiments were carried out using the injector and the 1 m transport tube. Results are reported in Ref. 6. A 290 A, 2.5 cm diameter beam was produced with a measured brightness of $2.6 \times 10^8$ A/(m-rad). The beam was compressed for entry into the 1 m transport tube by a solenoidal lens. A well-directed beam of 150 A was transported through the tube. The polarity of the linear transport tube coils could be changed to generate both cusp fields and a straight solenoidal field. There was little observed difference in beam propagation characteristics for the two field geometries.
4. 180° sector experiments

A series of measurements on high current beam transport through a 180° sector of the main ring are reported in Ref. 7. The 100 kV beam from the injector was injected directly into the end of the sector. Detailed beam diagnostics could be performed in the open system. The main purpose of the experiments was to verify efficient transport in the 18 cell periodic focusing system and to make a direct comparison between cusp focusing and toroidal field focusing in a curved geometry. The polarity of adjacent focusing field coils was changed while maintaining constant parameters on the injector and matching optics.

As predicted, the periodic focusing system provided excellent containment of a 130 A beam at high vacuum. The rapidly reversing field polarity canceled transverse drift motions. In consequence, beam transport was quite tolerant to vertical field errors and system asymmetries. Fig. 6 indicates that a 100% vertical field error shifted 50% of the beam out of the acceptance of a 5.4 cm diameter current monitor at the downstream end of the transport tube. The optimum vertical field value corresponded to a match between the particle gyroradius and the 1 m radius of the transport system. Observations of the beam distribution at the end of the 3.2 m transport tube showed that field errors resulted in a horizontal shift of the beam centroid with little effect on the beam shape. The magnitude of the displacement was in agreement with theory.

In contrast, beam transport in a monodirectional toroidal field with 50% modulations was dominated by drift motions. Fig. 6 shows that collected beam current was reduced by 50% with only an 8% error. Beam distribution measurements showed that vertical field errors resulted in a distorted beam profile and large vertical displacements. The vertical field value corresponding to optimum beam transport was shifted up 50% compared to the value for cusp transport because of the effect of the grad-B drift. Beam displacements were in qualitative agreement with drift orbit theory. While the beam in the cusp array reached an approximate displacement equilibrium at the end of the transport tube, drift theory predicts that the beam in the toroidal field would suffer further displacement with increased system length. The actual tolerance on beam energy error in the modulated toroidal field is probably in the range 1-2%.
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Fig. 6. Beam current detected at downstream end of 180° sector as a function of vertical field. Peak focusing field, 0.05 T.